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“Advances in medical
intelligence and
technologies require
the ability to identify
and assess the risk of
biothreats globally
and in real-time.”
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EMERGING
INFECTIOUS
DISEASES
(EIDs) are significant risk to both military and
civilian populations affecting social, political,
environmental and economic outcomes. With
new emerging human infections recognized
yearly, certain encounters with endemic pathogens can impact the readiness and lethality of
military operations as well as adversely impact
global health and economies.1,2 Additionally,
advances in biotechnology and genetic engineering has enhanced the threat of bioweapon
capabilities utilizing existing bacteria, viruses,
and toxins.3 As biowarfare development proliferates among many state and non-state actors,
the landscape of an irregular battlefield continues to challenge the strategic and tactical
leader.2,4 Therefore, advances in medical intelligence and technologies require the ability to
identify and assess the risk of biothreats globally and in real-time.
Historically, infectious diseases and

outbreaks have been known to impact socioeconomic stability. For example, the SARS
($54 billion)5 and Ebola ($4.5 billion)6 outbreaks revealed critical shortcomings within
laboratory and public health infrastructure.
Yearly, the seasonal influenza virus affects up
to 5-20% of the U.S. population and burdens
the healthcare system with over 960,000 hospitalizations and up to 79,000 deaths according
to the 2017-18 flu burden from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention.7 Understanding the dynamics of disease detection and risk
forecasting is therefore essential for outbreak
prevention and mitigation strategies.
As a result, the United States' strategy for
improved interagency support on EID efforts
created the 1997 Presidential Directive and the
Global Health Security Agenda with updated
National Health Security Strategies (2019-22).8
This provided a common vision and strategic
direction as a unified effort based on evidence

and collaboration. Also, the International
Health Regulations (2005) legally guided international member states of the World Health
Organization (WHO) to "detect, assess, and
report" potential outbreaks and other public
health emergencies.9 As a policy framework
towards research, the 2010 National Strategy
for Countering Biothreats and the 2012 National Strategy for Biosurveillance directives
emphasized timely and accurate information
on current and emerging pathogens.2 Based on
these emerging and high-cost EIDs, there is a
need for an integrated health surveillance and
response programme, which has a real-time
global outreach.
Future considerations of non-traditional data sources such as the internet, news, social media, smart phone application has also
proven useful towards predictable EID models.10-17 These nodes of information are potential sources of continuous disease surveillance.
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Case in point, smart phones assisted in the
2010 Haiti Earthquake disaster relief by tracking population movements during cholera outbreaks;18 reported on mosquito-borne Dengue
virus to help predict epidemics;19 helped educate and train first responders and clinicians;20
and, leveraged social media activity to track
outbreaks of syndromic influenza.21 Indeed, a
global biosurveillance effort must have an integrated response system. This manuscript presents an overview of an existing capability, the
Global Biosurveillance Portal (G-BSP), which
addresses these requirements and provides enhanced capabilities for the warfighter.

Background
The G-BSP was originally designed to enhance
biosecurity as a joint military capability. Biosecurity has been an essential element of national
security for the United States. In 2012, the Joint
Program Executive Office for Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear Defense (JPEOCBRND) planned the G-BSP as a network of
systems in reference to biosurveillance preparedness and a source of data sharing among
critical strategic allies.22
The G-BSP is a public health and medically focused system, but also supports an all-

hazards environment. It was initially developed as part of the Joint United States Forces
Korea Portal and Integrated Threat Recognition Advanced Technology Demonstration
(JUPITR) and has been collaboratively designed by the Department of Defense, multiple
inter-agencies, and international partners for
operational employment. The G-BSP houses
over 250+ One Health real-time data layers
through existing partnerships with multiple
organizations to include: Armed Forces Health
Surveillance Branch; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; Defense Threat Reduction
Agency; Department of State; National Biosurveillance Integration Center (NBIC); National
Center for Medical Intelligence; Pacific Disaster Center; and the World Health Organization (WHO). The G-BSP, a Program of Record
sponsored by U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM), intends to expand to the
global community via Foreign Military Sales
(FMS) and other mechanisms.
A primary objective is to provide situational awareness on EIDs and critical infrastructure for mission support. The G-BSP may
be considered a "central data repository" for all
things biosurveillance. It may be employed at
the strategic, operational, and tactical levels. It
is primarily employed in multiple communi-

ties across the public health and medical domain and operations centres across the world.
The G-BSP's Analyst Workbench will
likely become a future capability that provides
for potential correlations allowing for disease
prediction and forecasting. The JPEO-CBRND
is also working with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to integrate DHS's BioFeeds capability to allow users to have greater
flexibility in searching for health surveillance
data. The Analyst Workbench houses 30+ applications capable of analyzing and visualizing
near real-time global epidemic and outbreak
information from unique data sources, including point of need diagnostics. Analysts can
determine the risk of pathogen introduction
and disease spread, predict disease transmission, and analyse the impact of interventions.
The G-BSP is used for all aspects of biosurveillance, situational awareness, collaboration,
coordination and response and bio-mitigation
while supporting the decision-making of the
battlefield commander at the tactical, operational and strategic levels.
The following views, or snapshots of
the G-BSP illustrate how the system is used to
display geographically relevant biosurveillance
data and information from the federal government, authenticated international partners and

“The Global Biosurveillance Portal
was originally designed to enhance
biosecurity as a joint military capability.”
ABOVE, CLOCKWISE: The G-BSP has been used in the past to provide

situational awareness with regards to Ebola response efforts. The map
shows humanitarian efforts in red/pink throughout the world; the Medical
Corps personnel, from the U.S., Kuwait and Bangladesh, using the portal;
the G-BSP is developed based on a group structure that allows organizations
to share and collaborate at any level of government and among any
combination of Partner Nations and Agencies.
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BELOW: The Lithuania screenshot. The G-BSP
has the capability to show infrastructure within a
region of interest.

ABOVE: Republic of Korea Operational View – MERS
(2015). This bookmark is illustrative of how the G-BSP
could be used to depict information in a disease outbreak.
It is an operational level view of the 2015 MERS outbreak
in the Republic of Korea and shows location of hospitals,
clinics, and number of confirmed cases of MERS.

non-government organizations (See figures opposite page). Examples of significant disease
events recently occurred in Asia and Africa
during the West African Ebola and Middle
Eastern Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) outbreaks.23,24 At the direction of the U.S. White
House, the Ebola Portal supported inter-agency and international response to the 2014 West
Africa Ebola outbreak. Similarly, the G-BSP
technology assisted in the public health emergency response to the 2015 Republic of Korea MERS outbreak. Additionally, the G-BSP
platform has been instrumental in outbreak
response training during several major international exercises involving 14 nations and
over 60 organizations with over 25 scenarios
(e.g., anthrax, botulism, biowarfare, cholera,
dengue, Ebola, MERS, plague, and refugee
crisis). Some examples include: 2011-16 Able
Response (Republic of Korea and Australia);
2015 Eagle Resolve (Kuwait and Gulf Cooperation Council); 2016 Eager Lion (USCENTCOM and Kingdom of Jordan); and 2017Ardent Sentry (USNORTHCOM).
Upon completion of these exercises, the
G-BSP achieved: enhanced Biosurveillance as
part of a Common Operating Picture (COP)
and public health security; enhanced government and interagency bio-crisis coordination
and response, including medical cooperation,
information sharing, and communications;
operator feedback loops for G-BSP improved
development (See figures above).

Discussion
Capability to rapidly and reliably detect current and future biothreats is crucial in biosurveillance strategies. Yet, data integration
remains a difficult challenge within scientific
and public health disciplines. Nonetheless, disease surveillance utilizing maps have been well
known to illustrate geographic clusters of incident diseases and outbreaks.25 These graphical platforms are effective communication and
analytic tools for critical cues on future trends
and predictive modelling.
Therefore, infectious disease surveillance, detection and mitigation require a holistic approach to data collection, reporting,
analysis and action. The complex interactions
between human, animal, vector and environment through time and place conceptualizes
the framework of biosurveillance. As technologies advance and improve diagnostic capabilities, disease preparedness and response
require team collaboration among nations and
nation-states, agencies and communities, individuals and experts, policy and decision makers, and user level input. However, this system
of networking must constantly evolve with
current research and technologies in order to
be meaningful.26
Demonstration of an integrated global
biosurveillance platform was proven with the
G-BSP. However, some possible development
directions can include a more sophisticated

spatiotemporal algorithm using scan statistics
for disease outbreak prediction.27 One advantage of the G-BSP compared with other systems is its capability to integrate the military
and civilian surveillance efforts and leverage
existing systems into the data portal. Also, this
platform can expand the user interface and
analytic tools through an agile development
process. Other capabilities to this technology
include adaptable user interface with secure
access to information. This biosurveillance
portal is well known to inject multiple data
sources with various agencies and nation-state
players. Lastly, it is a real-time common platform for decision points and leader engagements. Further improvements include data
extraction techniques and dual interface with
mobile devices such as smart phone technologies. Future refinement in analytic predictive
modelling is also a key determinant for successful outcomes. Nonetheless, this current
capability for a sole source data repository can
be leveraged for future biosurveillance techniques within the multi-domain operations on
the battlefield.
The G-BSP provides an emerging technology solution for the warfighter that could
be leveraged to enhance military-civilian
operations in an asymmetric battlefield. Operator feedback indicates the G-BSP strongly
enhanced situational awareness and collaboration, and ultimately helped to support a COP
with respect to bio-crisis management and
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medical cooperation. Operationally, the G-BSP
can be inserted into future collaborative, interministerial and military-civilian engagements.
The G-BSP pioneered surveillance and information sharing, communications-based backbone for public health and biothreat response.
Additionally, the G-BSP served as the inject
delivery tool developing multi-media artifacts
and currently utilizes interoperable platforms
such as Travax, a highly reliable online tool for
travelers or the deployed warfighter.
In conclusion, the G-BSP is a One
Health solution to a single source "central data
repository" with proven web-based interoperability and applications, science and technology
integration with multiple joint agencies, and
an agile platform for future data integration.
Key leader engagement and collaboration to
support these technologies is essential. Future
advancement in data collection and analytics
that will detect, direct and decide the next disease outbreak will determine Soldier Health
and World Health. 
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